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We understand that not all businesses have the resources 
to invest in expensive, variable cost cybersecurity services. 
FoxTech Verify is designed with a fixed pricing  
model, making it accessible for businesses of all sizes. 
We’re making robust security testing affordable without 
compromising on quality.

FoxTech proudly introduces FoxTech Verify, our  
innovative and fixed price Penetration Testing service. 
This cost-effective and comprehensive cybersecurity  
solution is built to serve businesses of all sizes,  
ensuring that your digital assets are secure and  
your organization’s cyber resilience is fortified. 

Our service begins with an in-depth scoping session with 
a cybersecurity expert. This allows us to understand your 
specific business needs, technology infrastructure, poten-
tial vulnerabilities, and align our testing accordingly. The 
scoping session enables us to tailor our approach to your 
unique environment.

FoxTech Verify goes beyond the standard. We provide 
both external and internal penetration testing to ensure 
a holistic security check. We simulate hacker activities 
and assess the depth of possible breaches, providing a 
thorough vulnerability evaluation from every angle.
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What is FoxTech Verify?

Actionable  
Results

We believe in providing you with clear, understandable, 
and actionable results. Our cybersecurity experts translate 
complex vulnerabilities and threats into plain English.  
We don’t just give you a list of problems; we provide  
prioritized remediation strategies, making it easier for  
you to take action and secure your digital assets.

Enhanced Business  
Resilience

With FoxTech Verify, you’re not just finding and fixing 
vulnerabilities; you’re increasing your business resilience. 
Our service prepares your business to prevent, respond, 
and recover from cybersecurity threats, protecting your 
reputation and your bottom line.
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FoxTech is dedicated to simplifying 
cybersecurity for businesses.   
FoxTech Verify offers top-tier  
penetration testing to all sizes of  
organizations making digital security 
not only accessible and affordable,  
but also easy to understand.  

By choosing FoxTech Verify, you’re  
proactively securing your digital 
landscape. Our team of cybersecurity 
specialists is on hand to ensure you 
can operate your business with  
assured security and success.

“Despite the fixed price, they didn’t skimp on quality. 
The depth of their pen tests and their knack for  
identifying vulnerabilities was truly impressive.”  
 
 
 – IT Manager, Manufacturing

“The quality of their service didn‘t just meet our 
expectations, it surpassed them. Even with a fixed 
price, the thoroughness and detail of their pen tests 
are better than anything we’ve had before.”  
   
- CTO, Financial Services

“Not only was their pen testing service affordable, but 
the quality and detail of their security audit blew us 
away. We now feel more confident about our security 
posture than ever before.”  
 
– CEO, Tech Scaleup
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